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Introduction
Space communications architectures and technologies in the 21 st century must meet the growing needs of Earth sensor web and collaborative observation formation missions, robotic scientific missions for detailed investigation of planets, moons, and small bodies in the solar system, human missions for exploration of the Moon, Mars, Ganymede, Callisto, and asteroids, human settlements in space, on the Moon, and on Mars, and great in-space observatories for observing other star systems and the universe. An advanced, integrated, communications infrastructure will enable the reliable, multipoint, high data rate capabilities needed on demand to provide continuous, maximum coverage of areas of concentrated activities, such as in the vicinity of in-space outposts, the Moon or Mars.
Past work in space communications was developed from the several unrelated perspectives of the different enterprises with a view toward providing communication services for each of their new mission as they came along. Communications for Earth observing missions, for instance, were developed independently from what was needed for other missions such as the human shuttle and ISS missions. Communications for Mars and deep space missions also developed independently from the others and shared the use of the Deep Space Network (DSN). Communications were again treated from a services perspective and while the interfaces and protocols used for different missions were standardized, the standards could not support autonomous networking and data routing. More recently, the enterprises have been accumulating the capabilities that are felt to be necessary for future missions. However, the enterprise solutions identified for future communications remain services-centric, that is the solutions are specific to each enterprise's missions and are not integrated into an overall NASA communication infrastructure solution wherein the in-space nodes can communicate with each other as well as with users on Earth through the Internet. The commercial Iridium communication satellite constellation, while not as successful as originally anticipated, did prove that inter-spacecraft communications and networking was possible.
The approach taken in this paper is architecture-centric in that the work will lead to an integrated, inter-networked, space communications infrastructure developed from architectural elements and interfaces. Within this networked infrastructure, data will move from sensor to user under autonomous control of the nodes within the network. Human operations will become maintenance and network administrative functions. To obtain the requirements that follow, node-to-node link capability needs were captured from data provided by the enterprise mission planners and technologists. These capabilities include data rates, distance, and function needed over each general link from the Earth-side network and terminal to the in-space user node. Later work will extend into defining and standardizing hardware and software interfaces to be implemented in each node and identifying the most appropriate technologies to implement for those nodes. It is expected this architectural development work will need to continue as the infrastructure is first emplaced and then as it grows with time.
In this paper, we describe an integrated communications architecture that will support NASA's future human and robotic missions; we provide a summary of the communications needs and capabilities that the nodes in the resulting new infrastructure will satisfy; we then identify the architectural tradeoffs and the technology gaps that must be resolved to achieve a workable new architecture.
Architecture Needs and Requirements
The high level mission communication data rate requirements in Table 1 and required characteristics that follow motivate the need for a set of links between nodes of NASA's future space architecture. These capabilities are addressed by examining individual node-to-node links. The resulting architecture is then to be used to identify and focus technology development needed to support the physical network of communications links. Once the new technologies are in place in the physical architecture, the required high-level capabilities will be fully realized. The infrastructure will grow in an integrated fashion and evolve to support the missions of the future, rather than change in the independent, mission-specific way that it grew to support the exploratory missions of the past. The characteristics required by the evolving infrastructure are shown in Table 2 . Basic requirement of human missions and most missions requiring low latency data return.
Integrated Architectures
Use of standard interfaces (hardware, wireless, and protocols) across the infrastructure increases data routing options and reduces costs of implementation. Low cost, modular and efficient.
This can be achieved by adapting of commercial technology standards to use in space. Handle multipoint connections to multiple nodes simultaneously.
Essential for broadcasting data to many spacecraft simultaneously; for inter-spacecraft coordination of timing, maneuvers, and collaborative science data gathering; and for enabling autonomous end-to-end routing of data.
Highly reliable connections
Connections must be reliable to meet the very high data rates, else the required characteristics will not be met. Long life expectancy.
High cost of development and space flight dictates lifetimes of greater than 20 years.
Highly reconfigurable
To accommodate upgrades and enable growth in capabilities over time. Be secure.
Cannot allow intruders to take control of the systems nor allow sampling of private data. Connect End-to-end Enabling data to move on demand from user to spacecraft instrument or back greatly reduces operations support costs. Handle multiple robotic and human missions simultaneously.
Essential for providing communication routes for many spacecraft simultaneously so that many data streams can be routed from end-to-end autonomously.
Multiple quality of service levels
QoS diversity is required to handle voice, video, science data and control data simultaneously. Minimum latency within the networks.
Required for maintaining the tightest possible control loops that are necessary in most human-operated remote missions. It also helps for keeping human-human communications as close to real-time as possible. Provide navigation capabilities within telemetry signals.
Needed for missions that must coordinate their activities and for flying in formations.
Operate in extreme environments
In-space hardware must survive solar flares and cold temperatures. Planetary/moon hardware faces large temperature swings (Moon, Mars), high radiation (Europa), high temperature (Mercury).
Architecture Scenario-Description
The proposed integrated architecture scenario is illustrated in Figure 1 . This scenario was developed based on NASA's needs and requirements collected through participative processes. This is a first attempt to look at the space communication architecture in an integrated fashion while addressing the needs of the NASA enterprises. The figure shows the scenario of a networked space communications infrastructure with connections to the regions of interest within the solar system. The communication capabilities are provided by a constellation of geosynchronous Earth orbiting (GEO) communications relay satellites, sensor web inter-spacecraft communications packages for relaying data between science observation satellites, high data rate, small, autonomous ground terminals, communications relay spacecraft placed in gravitationally balanced Lagrange orbits between the Earth and Moon, the Earth and sun, and Jupiter and the sun, relay satellites around the Moon, and science and relay satellites placed in orbit around Mars, the outer planets and small bodies. The communication links shown in the figure are further described below.
Architecture elements and interfaces.-The integrated communications architecture diagramed in Figure 1 can be represented by four architectural elements (Bhasin, 2002) : High Rate Backbone Elements -whose inter-nodal links are represented by double light grey lines; Access Network Elements -these links are shown as single medium grey lines; Inter-Spacecraft Elements -black lines with diamond shaped arrow heads; and Proximity Elements -black dotted lines. Collectively, links within and between these elements represent segments of the pathways needed to achieve the end-to-end data-passing capability envisioned for future NASA communications. The high rate backbone network elements are the intra-network structures of high rate communication nodes and inter-nodal links that utilize advanced communication technologies to increase data rate by orders of magnitude while reducing overall costs. The flexible access network elements are re-configurable communication systems at the edges of the backbone networks that enable in-space humans, robotic spacecraft, aircraft, or ground vehicles to communicate to the infrastructure edge-nodes. Inter-spacecraft cooperative network elements incorporate the technologies necessary to enable intercommunications between future NASA spacecraft flying in formation, in clusters, or in constellations. Proximity wireless network elements include: short range, low power, low cost, short-lived communications packages for inter-communication between small sensor packages; and small wireless local area network (WLAN) packages to support high data rate, bidirectional communications for voice, video, data, and control between humans and robots over a distance of meters to a few kilometers. Science supported by the space communication architectures.-NASA's communications infrastructure must support all varieties of science and human exploration in the future. The science to be supported ranges from observation of the Earth, moon, Mars, the outer planet systems, to the universe. The science also includes that which is obtained during human exploration and inhabitation of space, the moon, Mars, and outer planet moons. Most of the NASA science missions that are under study require high-bandwidth communications, including (in very short summary): hyperspectral imagery, synthetic aperture radar imagery, atmospheric measurements, and radar sounding of planetary/moon bodies; astronomical imagery from radio frequencies to gamma rays of other star systems, the galaxy, and universe; robotic measurements of planet/moon surface and atmospheric properties; and the search for life by many means.
Operations concept.-This NASA infrastructure is a key part of the operations concepts for all future missions. NASA's missions will evolve to be more self-supporting. Many robotic missions will operate autonomously by sensing the area around them and making decisions about where to go, what samples to measure, what data to report, and for requesting and connecting to the space communication network. Other robotic entities will be intimately connected to human operators via wireless systems that enable real-time, or delayed-time video and control for close coordination such as in assembling large space structures. The goal of the infrastructure design is to become a space Internet that is as autonomous as possible in operation and where connections are made and broken as needed by the requesting entity. This kind of communications infrastructure will allow access on the demand of any mission entity, including spacecraft, surface robot, in-space exploring human, and Earth user, while using as few human operators as possible to provide the capabilities. The communications relay concept shown in Figure 2 is posed as a series of high data rate communication relay spacecraft that can act as deep space network nodes capable of making multiple simultaneous connections to missions scattered around the solar system. A network of nodes made of these clustered and tethered communication components can support the autonomous routing of data streams between any two nodes in the solar system and also provides alternate communications paths around the sun when a target node is in conjunction with the sun. Implementation technologies.-The technologies that will be used in the implementation the architectures include, but are not limited to: microwave antennas, receivers, transmitters, and modulators; optical telescopes, receivers, lasers, and modulators; in-space networking routers, circuit switches, and network interface modules; and networking protocols and autonomous applications. Communication characteristics are identified for the link between each node pair that is expected to intercommunicate. Technologies are then chosen that have the best chance of providing those characteristics. The driving capabilities of very high data rates and inter-networking that must be met lead to new developments in microwave and optical communications components and systems, in-space networking systems, and network protocol and application software. 
Layered/Integrated Communications Architecture
With integrated architectures, NASA will be able to achieve intelligent communications. The communication networking paths will utilize the lower five of the seven Open System Interconnection (OSI) model layers (Figure 3) , to achieve Internet-like data routing capabilities. Current approaches have only nominal interaction between these layers (Shames, 2003) . However, interactive control between the layers enables autonomous data routing on-board and between spacecraft by allowing control of antenna pointing, transmitter power, transmit data rates and media access methods that vary with distance, thus permitting a complete end-to-end data routing capability. It also enables spacecraft or users to demand access to the network as if it were making a cellular phone call. Common protocols and interfaces at these layers will enable inter-active links to be made and broken on demand of any node in the network, thus enabling complex and deeply networked communications channels between nodes in space and on Earth.
Communication Nodes-Descriptions and Options
As the next step, the individual communication nodes within each region of the evolutionary architecture model were identified. These nodes included all entities (sensors, spacecraft, aircraft, robots, humans, etc.) that might communicate with each other inside or outside of the region. Then links for each pair of nodes that might reasonably be expected to inter-communicate were identified. This provided a view of all the links into and out of a particular node and a means to tabulate their physical and desired characteristics. These node-to-node links become the optional building blocks of the architectures. There are multiple paths by which data can move from one node to another. The existence of a path depends on whether a particular architectural element option is chosen for implementation into the infrastructure. Many node-to-node link options will likely drop out of consideration with further analysis.
The Earth vicinity communications nodal group encompasses the communications infrastructure needed to support robotic and human missions from the Earth surface to high Earth orbit (HEO). It includes: that part of the DoD's transformational communications architecture (TCA) (Armstrong, 2003) that NASA may implement and/or use; communication relay satellite networks that may optionally be placed in geosynchronous Earth orbits (GEO), or high inclination Molniya orbits, medium Earth orbit (MEO), and low Earth orbit (LEO) Earth observer satellite data and command paths. The Moon vicinity nodal group encompasses the surface and orbits of the Moon and the Earth-Moon system's Lagrange points. Elements of the physical communications infrastructure considered in this group include: communication relay satellites in Earth-Moon Lagrange orbit, or Moon orbit, long-link Moon to Earth communications, and wireless local area networks (WLANs) on the surface of the Moon. The Earth-Sun Lagrangian vicinity nodal group comprises those elements of the communications infrastructure that might be placed at the Earth-Sun Lagrange points L1, L2, L4, and/or L5 to provide high data rate backbone capabilities for Earth, sun, galaxy, or universe observing missions and deep space science missions. The Mars vicinity nodal group encompasses communications infrastructure that might be implemented to support robotic and human missions at Mars. It includes: a relay satellite network for Mars that might optionally be placed in Mars synchronous orbit (MSO), Mars high orbit (MHO), and/or Mars low orbit (MLO); networks for Mars orbit, air, and surface robotic missions; and Mars human outpost communication networks. The deep space communications nodal group is the communications infrastructure that is dispersed among the outer planets and moons in support of robotic and later human missions. It includes outer planet mission communication systems and communication relay spacecraft that might be placed in Jupiter-Sun L1, L2 halo orbits.
Earth Vicinity Communication Nodes
The Earth vicinity communications infrastructure for observation and exploration missions is diagrammed in Figure 4 and includes the LEO, MEO, GEO, HEO relay satellites that may be implemented.
The architectural elements and their options for the Earth vicinity communications infrastructure are listed below. Within each of the options, multiple node-to-node link possibilities have been identified and characterized. A listing of all of the options' node-to-node links is very extensive and beyond the scope of this paper. Consequently, an example of the characterization of one of the option's set of node-to-node links is given below. An example of the node-to-node links emanating from a GEO relay satellite is shown in Table 3 . While the GEO relay satellite is option B of architectural element 1 in the Earth vicinity, it may also be considered for communicating with missions outside the Earth vicinity. The other mission types that may be communicated with are indicated as connection nodes in the table. It is possible for a GEO relay satellite to capture high rate data from distant nodal regions such as Mars or the outer plants, if the needed technologies can be developed. Tables like Table 2 exist for every architectural element option as a way of cataloging the relative difficulty of implementing each option. While the node-to-node link data has been gathered, the evolutionary mission set is still in formulation. Further data gathering will continue while final selection of the options await a new mission plan. 
Moon Vicinity Communication Nodes
The Moon vicinity communications infrastructure for robotic and human missions diagrammed in Figure 5 includes Earth-Moon halo orbit, lunar orbit and lunar surface relay satellites that may be implemented. The architectural elements and their options for the Moon vicinity communications infrastructure are listed below. As in the Earth vicinity architectural elements described above, an example of the characterization of one of the option's set of node-to-node links is given below. An example of the Moon vicinity nodal group is architectural element 1, option A, which is a constellation of 8 Large Satellite in Medium Moon Orbit (LSMMO) communications relays. The satellites are in two orbital planes that are 90 degrees out of phase, one polar and one equatorial orbit at >2000 km altitude. Three of the satellites in each plane are active, while one is a spare. The node-to-node links for this element are identified in Table 4 . The LSMMO configuration provides nearly 24/7 coverage to missions anywhere on the Moon's surface. Data from missions on the far side of the moon are relayed around the constellation and then sent to the Earth. Data from lunar surface to lunar surface are also routed around the constellation. Satellites in this constellation have the ability to communicate with each other, the lunar surface, and with the Earth. 
Nodes for Communications in the Earth-Sun Lagrange Vicinities
The Earth-Sun Lagrange vicinity communications infrastructure for robotic and human missions is diagrammed in Figure 6 and includes Earth-Sun halo orbit communication relay spacecraft and science spacecraft that may be placed at the Lagrange points. An example of the Earth-Sun Lagrange vicinity nodal groups is architectural element 1, option A, which are communications relay spacecraft placed in halo orbits about L1 and/or L2. These Lagrange halo orbit locations are relatively easy to reach and require very small amounts of propulsive resources to maintain position. The benign gravitational variations at these locations make it easier to meet the extreme pointing accuracy required for very high data rate, fine pointing microwave or laser communication systems. The node-to-node links for these elements are identified in Table 5 . The relays can be used to provide access to the very high data rate Earth space and ground backbones for other spacecraft in local halo orbits as well as provide high rate paths for nodes in other far away regions. 
Mars Vicinity Communication Nodes
The Mars vicinity communications infrastructure for robotic and human missions is diagrammed in Figure 7 along with the deep space communications and includes Mars communication relay satellites, science spacecraft, atmospheric craft, surface rovers, landers, sensor, and human outposts that may be implemented at Mars. An example of the Mars vicinity nodal groups is architectural element 1, option A, which is one or more communications relay spacecraft placed in Mars synchronous orbit (MSO). A relay satellite placed in MSO can provide 24/7 coverage of one side of Mars. Three MSO satellites would be needed for full Mars coverage. The fixed position above the Mars surface makes it easier for surface entities to find and finely focus communication beams at the communication satellite for very high data rate, fine pointing microwave or laser communications. The node-to-node links for this element are identified in Table 6 . 
Deep Space Communication Nodes
The deep space communications infrastructure for robotic and human missions is diagrammed in Figure 7 along with the Mars vicinity communications and includes communication relay spacecraft in Jupiter-Sun Lagrange halo orbits, science spacecraft, atmospheric craft, surface rovers, landers, and sensors that may be implemented at Jupiter, Saturn, Uranus, Neptune, their moons or other objects in the vicinity. The infrastructure also includes the possible support of human missions to the Jupiter moons. An example of the deep space nodal groups is architectural element 1, option A. This element option is the communication package on-board each science spacecraft that visits an outer planet object. These communication packages can only cover an area on a moon or the planet that is within a cone of visibility directly below the spacecraft. Pointing, acquisition, and tracking for capturing high data rate communications from a vehicle in or on an outer planet object and then relaying it to Earth or to Earth relay assets is dynamic, complex, and difficult due to the dynamic orbital motion of the spacecraft and the divergent (Earth, vehicle) pointing requirements. The node-to-node links for this element are identified in Table 7 .
Conclusions
Space communications architectures concept, design and analysis will play a key role in the development and deployment of NASA's future exploration and science missions to realize maximum return on investment. Once the mission is deployed the communication link to the user needs to provide maximum information delivery and flexibility to alter the outcome in a timely fashion, Furthermore, in human and robotic missions it needs to offer maximum reliability with robust two way links for software uploads and virtual interactions. These requirements can only be met with architecture design and early technology developments.
In this paper, we have made an attempt to define and model a space communication architecture that can meet the challenging requirements for evolutionary missions. The systematic identification of the communications architectural elements and the optional ways they can be implemented serves as a valuable tool for indicating to the mission planner and scientist the possible communication capabilities that can be realized by the alternate configurations. It serves well for constructing strawman architectures for evaluation of which options have the highest payback potential. Extensive system cost and risk analysis and trades will be the next logical step to refine the architecture for implementation.
